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Abstract 

This paper presents the results of a textometric analysis carried out on the contents of the volume 

“Conversations with TeMA 1.2023” which collects, in the form of interviews, the reflections of 17 experts 

on the topic of spatial planning, through their responses to seven open-ended questions. Textometric 

analysis enables the systematic extraction of quantitative information from a textual corpus through the 

identification of words, text segments and conceptual connections that are significant due to their frequency 

and textual relationships. The analysis provides quantitative and statistical insights into some topics that 

the TeMA Journal Editorial Board considers essential for the definition of a shared and adequately updated 

strategy for the advancement of the discipline. The purpose of this analysis, which prescinds from any form 

of judgements or interpretation on the content of the single answers, is to provide an overview of the 

opinions collected, highlighting commonalities and focuses that may provide fruitful points for reflection for 

the evolution of spatial planning.  
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1. Introduction 

This paper presents the results of a textometric analysis carried out on the contents of the volume 

“Conversations with TeMA 1.2023”, which gathers the reflections of 17 faculty members of both Italian and 

foreign universities, on the evolution of spatial planning in these current years of great change, in the academic 

sphere (teaching and research) in and in the technical-professional fields. The 17 contributions are articulated 

in the form of an interview on topics that the TeMA Journal Editorial Board considers essential in defining a 

shared and updated strategy for the future of the discipline. The questionnaire submitted to each expert was 

composed of seven open-ended questions: 

1. What is, in your opinion, a synthetic and organic definition of Town and country planning? 

2. What is your assessment of the development of urban planning and what is the condition of today’s 
discipline in your country? 

3. In your opinion, does town and country planning have its own effective ability to manage city and territorial 

transformations, considering the challenges that cities will face in the future; or is it necessary to review 

and update strategies, methods and techniques to develop new forms of organisation, structure, and offer 

of activities/services inside the city? 

4. What type of content and role should university teaching of urban planning take on in the future? 

5. What are, in your opinion, the new strategies of urban planning research when taking into account the 

rapid changes in city context induced by climate change, socio-economic evolutions, ecological transition, 

and digital transition? 

6. Considering your studies and specific expertise, can you summarise what is your vision for the future of 

urban planning? 

7. In your opinion, what could be the role of scientific journals in advancing research into urban and territorial 

phenomena, and which initiatives are possible in order to give greater weight to the analysis, and scientific 

results? 

The paper is structured in two sections. The first provides a theoretical illustration of the selected textometric 

analyses. The second section proposes a cross-reading of the interviewee answers, with identification of the 

most recurrent keywords and thematic connections. The analyses, which prescind any form of judgement or 

interpretation on the content of individual answers, aim at providing an overview on the opinions collected, 

highlighting commonalities and focuses that could provide fruitful avenues of reflection on the future of the 

spatial planning disciplines. The graphs and tables of results from the statistical and quantitative analyses offer 

a key to reading on the identified issues.  

2. Textometric analysis 

The textometric analysis of a written corpus provides a systematic extraction of quantitative information, in 

particular by identifying words and text segments showing significant frequencies and relationships (Illia et 

al., 2014; Sarrica et al., 2020). These analytical techniques have been used in various disciplinary and 

professional fields for the quantitative identification of the main thematic connections within texts, both singly 

and in groups (Helme-Guizon and Gavard-Perret, 2004; Abhayawansa, 2011). The analysis of textual files 

allows practitioners to identify the frequency of word repetition and measure their inter-relations (Chanel et 

al., 2014). Textometric techniques have been used in many disciplines for the rapid identification of themes 

and concepts present in different textual collections of interest (Mandják et al., 2019; Sarrica et al., 2020), but 

has rarely been applied in the field of spatial planning. Buhler et al. (2018) analysed the urban policy discussion 

from 2000-2015 on the theme of urban transport plans in France. Bueno et al. (2021) conducted a systematic 

review supported by textometric analysis considering over 2,900 manuscripts published from 2019 to 2020, 

on the general phenomenon of “urban resilience”. In 2022, Carpentieri and Guida (2022) proposed a 
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textometric analysis of titles of articles published in the Italian-language scientiric journal Urbanistica from 

1949 to 2022, for better understanding of the evolution of discipline, its research and practical themes.  

2.1 Similarity analysis 

First, we conduct a statistical textual analysis that allows understanding of how words associate with each 

other within a text or corpus of texts. The analysis calculates the “proximity” between words, considering both 

more and less recurrent words, according to centrality values (Mandják et al., 2019). In particular, the 

technique distinguishes the most recurrent and connected words from the peripherical (less recurrent and 

connected) ones. The analysis examines the frequency of single words, but also takes into account the direct 

links between words in terms of proximity within the sentences composing the analysed text (Gonçalves Júnior 

et al., 2021). The frequencies and proximity links can be illustrated using a tree diagram, whose branches 

represent the connections between different words. These branches or “segments” take shape on the basis of 

the distribution of words in the text; the proximity and proximity recurrency indicate the existence of an 

encompassing conceptual framework: the closer the words are situated, the stronger is the indication of their 

inclusion in a conceptual framework. Moreover, although two concepts may seemingly pertain to different 

lexical fields, a high frequency of occurrence in the same connection segment indicates that they share a 

conceptual link.  

2.2 Cluster analysis 

While the similarity analysis provides a representation of the organisation of a textual corpus, Reinert (1990) 

recommends the use of cluster analysis (Hirschfeld, 1935) for detailed identification of the main relationship 

clusters. Using a process of hierarchical clustering of the words into segments for definition of the principal 

clusters, the analysis yields a dendrogram. Subsequently, a factorial correspondence analysis provides a 

graphic representation of the word clusters along two main factorial axes, allowing identification of their 

connections. The distribution of the clusters in the graph is based on chi-square values, which determine the 

significance associated with each variable. This analysis is useful in synthesising large amount of data, and 

supports the explanation of the relationships between words and word clusters throughout the entire lexical 

corpus. 

3. Methodology 

Textometric analysis is a quantitative methodology that serves in understanding the articulation of debates on 

specific issues at specific times. For the current application we use the Iramuteq software, which enables 

measurement of the frequency of occurrence of individual words with in a textual corpus, and the statistical 

relationship between different words, leading to the identification of the specific thematic models present in 

the corpus. The software builds a representation of these conceptual fields by measuring the distribution of 

words in segments. The methodology involves five steps, according to Lavissière et al. (2020):  

1. The software lemmatises content words such as nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs. This means that 

grammatical information, such as the plural or verb tense, is removed from the corpus.  

2. The software divides the corpus into segments. These segments become the basic unit of context used in 

the statistical analyses. 

3. The software performs a basic statistical analysis for calculation of the following information: (i) the number 

of texts in the corpus; (ii) the number of words in the corpus; (iii) the number of active forms in the corpus; 

(iv) the number of hapaxes in the corpus; (v) the average number of words per text. In addition, at this 

step, the software creates four tables:  

− active forms ranked from most to least frequent;  
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− supplementary forms include grammatical words such as “a”, “the”, and “for”. These forms are not 

counted in the active forms category;  

− hapaxes, i.e. words that occur only once in the corpus;  

− totals of words including both active and supplementary forms.  

4. The software performs a similarity analysis based on graph theory (Flament, 1962). It creates a graph of 

co-occurrences of forms in the segments and the strengths of their associations (Longhi, 2018). In this 

manner the graphic analysis represents the local connections made by authors between forms, and so the 

concepts they apply in discussing the specific subject. More details about graph theory and the similarity 

analysis algorithm used in Iramuteq are given in Marchand & Ratinaud (2012).  

5. The software performs the Reinert analysis, which is a descending hierarchical classification (DHC) based 

on a correspondence analysis technique (Marchand & Ratinaud, 2012). Using the frequency tables created 

at the lemmatisation stage (step 1) and the segments into which the text was initially divided (step 2), the 

algorithm repeatedly divides the corpus into homogenous sections according to the chi-squared correlation 

between the segments and the frequency with which the active forms appear in similar segments (Bart, 

2011).  

4. Results 

The textometric analysis extracts quantitative information through the systematic identification of words, or 

word networks, significant for their frequency and textual relationships (Illia et al., 2014; Sarrica et al., 2020). 

The present work presents the results from the analyses of the collected opinions of 17 faculty Italian and 

foreign faculty members, with the aim of better understanding the emerging topics in the Italian and 

international scientific debate on spatial planning, without entering into any judgement or other interpretation 

of the individual comments.  

The questionnaire provided to the experts was structured so that each question would extract answers focusing 

on specific aspects of the discipline and its current trajectory. The division of this report follows the structure 

of the questions. We gather the answers to each one in a single textual corpus, operate the analyses, and - 

in the seven subsections that follow - provided the results. The analysis aims at extracting the most relevant 

conceptualisations, of the 17 participants, in addressing each of the aspects in question. The concepts are 

presented in the manner of “textometric mapping”.  
Table 1 reports some data on the occurrences (total words), forms (unique words) and hapax legomena 

(analysed words) of the text analysed, for each question. 

 

Question Occurrences Forms Hapax legomena 

1 8,051 1,817 1,022 

2 9,084 2,235 1,286 

3 7,514 1,821 1,044 

4 5,092 1,407 840 

5 5,191 1,540 954 

6 4,315 1,218 723 

7 6,499 1,717 1,041 

Table 1. Summary data on text analysed, per question  
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4.1 Question 1  

The experts answered the question, “What is, in your opinion, a summary and systematic definition of urban 

and territorial planning?”. The responses contain a total of 8,051 word occurrences, 1817 forms, and 1,022 

hapax legomena (12.69% in relation to number of occurrences, 56.25% in relation to number of forms).  

Figure 1 shows the word cloud for this question, considering the occurrence of each word, and Table 2 reports 

the ten most frequent active forms used by the experts in answering the question. 

 

Figure 1. Word cloud for answers to question 1 

 

The occurrences of the ten most frequent words comprise over 14.00% of the total occurrences in the experts' 

answers to question 1. The most frequent word is settore (sector), with 2.68%, followed by the words 

urbanistico (urban planning) with 1.86% and pianificazione (planning) with 1.83%. The percentages of 

occurrence fall below the value of 1.00% beginning with the word progettazione (design).  

 

Rank 
Word 

Occurrence 

Italian English 

1 settore sector 82 

2 urbanistico urban planning 58 

3 pianificazione planning 57 

4 disciplinare disciplinary 48 

5 scientifico scientific 41 

6 declaratoria declaratory 39 

7 urbano urban 35 

8 progettazione design 28 

9 territoriale territorial 26 

10 tecnica|tecnico technical 26 

Table 2. The ten most frequent words in answers to question 1 
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Figure 2. Dendrogram of similarity analysis for answers to question 1 

 
The similarity analysis for this question divided the text into 15 groups (12 linked and three isolated) of 

interrelated forms, as shown in Figure 2. The main multibranched groups are three and develop around the 

words: urbanistico (urban planning) – pianificazione (planning); scientifico (scientific); settore (sector) – 

disciplina (discipline). The group urbanistico (urban planning) – pianificazione (planning) is linked to the four 

multibranched sub-groups: valutazione (assessment); territorio (territory); metodo (method); insediamento 

(settlement) and the two linear sub-group: concettuale (conceptual); gestione (management). The group 

settore (sector) – disciplina (discipline) is linked to two multibranched sub-groups: declaratoria (declaratory); 

definizione (definition), and one linear sub-group studio (study). 

From the 8,051 words, the descending hierarchical classification identified 134 significant text segments 

divided into four clusters. In the Figure 3, the numerical value indicates the percentage of text segments in 

each cluster. The dendrogram shows two main categories, each of these containing two clusters. The first 

category includes clusters 4 and 2, with over 51% of text segments. The second category includes clusters 1 

and 3, with over 46% of text segments.  

The diagram of correspondence analysis (Figure 4) shows the distribution of word clusters along two main 

factorial axes depending on the co-occurrences of words in segments. Factors 1 and 2 have a cumulative 

percentage of variance of over 73%. 
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This representation confirms the distinction between the two branches of the dendrogram, with clusters 4 and 

2 located in the left part of the diagram and clusters 1 and 3 in the right part. In the left part of the diagram 

(Figure 4), the words are most densely located across the horizontal axis (Factor 1), which suggests that the 

words of two clusters (1 and 3) are significantly interconnected. On the other hand, the words included in 

clusters 4 and 2, in the left part of the diagram, are widely distributed. The different distribution of the words 

in the diagram evidences that the words used by the experts and positioning on the right have a high level of 

interconnection, while those positioning the left side have a low level of interconnection.  

 

 

Figure 3. Dendrogram of the descending hierarchical classification of words in answers to question 1 
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Figure 4. Diagram of factorial analysis of correspondences for answers to question 1 
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4.2 Question 2 

Question 2 is “What is your assessment of the future of urban planning in Italy, and how would you judge The 

Italian situation (regulatory, technical-disciplinary) in reference to what is happening in other countries? “. The 

analysis refers to a total of 9,084 word occurrences, 2,235 forms, and 1,286 hapax legomena (14.16% of 

occurrences and 57.54% of forms). Figure 5 shows the word cloud for this question, considering the 

occurrence of each word, and Table 3 reports the ten most frequent active forms used by the experts in 

answering the question. 

 

Figure 5. Word cloud for answers to question 2 

The occurrences of the ten most frequent words comprise less than 10.00% of the total occurrences in the 

experts' answers to this question. The most frequent word is pianificazione (planning) with 1.96%, followed 

by the words urbanistico (urban planning) with 1.31% and città (città) with 1.05%. The percentages of 

occurrence fall below the value of 1.00% beginning with the word urbano (urban).  

 

Rank 
Word 

Occurrence 

Italian English 

1 pianificazione planning 69 

2 urbanistico urban planning 46 

3 città city 37 

4 urbano urban 33 

5 territorio territory 27 

6 regione region 25 

7 territoriale territorial 24 

8 paese country 24 

9 anno year 24 

10 intervento intervention 23 

Table 3. The ten most frequent words in answers to question 2 
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Figure 6. Dendrogram of similarity analysis for answers to question 2 

 
The similarity analysis for this question divided the text into 18 groups (12 linked and six isolated) of 

interrelated forms, as shown in Figure 6. The main multibranched groups are three and develop around the 

words pianificazione (planning) and urbano (urban). The group pianificazione (planning) is linked to the eight 

multibranched sub-groups: livello (level); regione (region); paese (country); esperienza (experience); 

urbanistico (urban planning); area (area); vista (view) and territorio (territory). The group urbano (urban) is 

linked to multibranched sub-group città (city). 

From the 9,084 words, the descending hierarchical classification identified 178 significant text segments 

divided in four clusters. In Figure 7, the numerical value indicates the percentage of text segments for each 

cluster. The dendrogram shows two macro-categories of clusters. The first includes clusters 1, 4 and 3, with 

over 68% of text segments. The second group includes cluster 2, representing over 31% of text segments.  

The diagram of correspondence analysis (Figure 8) shows the distribution of word clusters along the two main 

factorial axes. Factors 1 and 2 have a cumulative percentage of variance of over 73%. The words of different 

cluster with high values of chi-square are located far from the intersection of factor 1 and 2 axes. The diagram 

evidences a prevalent distribution of words in three quadrants (first, third and fourth). Clusters 4 and 3 are 

prevalently located in the fourth quadrant, cluster 2 is mainly located in quadrant three, and cluster 1 is located 

in the first quadrant. In the right part of the diagram (Figure 8), the words of clouds 1,3 and 4 are mainly 

located parallel to the vertical axis with a high level of density and interconnection. 
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Figure 7. Dendrogram of the descending hierarchical classification of words in answers to question 2 
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Figure 8. Diagram of factorial analysis of correspondences for answers to question 2 
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4.3 Question 3 

The experts answered the question, “In your opinion, does town and territorial planning retain its raison d’etre 

and the effective capacities for managing urban and territorial transformations, considering the future 

challenges facing cities; or is it necessary to review and update strategies, methods and techniques to develop 

new forms of organisation, structure, and provision of services within the city?”. The analysis refers to a total 

of 7,514 word occurrences, 1,821 forms, and 1,044 hapax legomena (13.89% of occurrences, 57.33% of 

forms). Figure 9 shows the word cloud for this question, considering the occurrence of each word, and Table 

4 reports the ten most frequent active forms used by the experts in answering the question. 

 

 

Figure 9. Word cloud for answers to question 3 

 

The occurrences of the ten most frequent words comprise over 10.00% of the total occurrences in the experts' 

answers to this question. The most frequent word is città (city) with 1.56%, followed by the words urbanistico 

(urban planning) with 1.34% and strumento (tool) with 1.31%. The percentages of occurrence fall below the 

value of 1.00% beginning with the word urbano (urban).  

Rank 
Word 

Occurrence 

Italian English 

1 città city 44 

2 urbanistico urban planning 38 

3 strumento tool 37 

4 pianificazione planning 37 

5 urbano urban 28 

6 territorio territorial 23 

7 programma program 22 

8 processo procedure 22 

9 legge low 19 

10 anno year 19 

Table 4. The ten most frequent words in answers to question 3 
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Figure 10. Dendrogram of similarity analysis for answers to question 3 

 
The similarity analysis for this question divided the text into 18 clusters (12 linked and six isolated) of 

interrelated forms, as shown in Figure 10. The main multibranched groups develop around the words 

urbanistico (urban planning); strumento (tool); pianificazione (planning) and città (city). The group urbanistico 

(urban planning) is linked to the a multibranched sub-group nazionale (national) and a linear sub-group primo 

(first). The cluster strumento (tool) is linked to the two multibranched sub-groups programma (program) and 

pubblico (public). The cluster pianificazione (planning) is not linked to other sub-groups. The group città (city) 

is linked to one linear sub-cluster progetto (project). 

From the 7,514 words, the descending hierarchical classification identified 143 significant text segments 

divided in five clusters. The dendrogram (Figure 11) shows two main categories. The first category includes 

groups 2 and 5, with 40% of text segments. The second macro-category includes category 3, 1 and 4, with 

60% of text segments.  

The diagram of correspondence analysis (Figure 12) shows the distribution of word clusters along two main 

factorial axes depending on the co-occurrences of words in segments. Factors 1 and 2 have a cumulative 

percentage of variance of over 57%. 

The words of cluster 4 are distributed around the intersection of factor 1 and 2 axes. The graphic results 

confirm the distinction between the two branches of the dendrogram, with clusters 2 and 5 located in the left 
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part of the diagram and clusters 1, 3 and 4 in the right part. In the left part of the diagram, the words are not 

very close, which suggests that the words of two clusters (2 and 5) are poorly interconnected. The words 

included in the other clusters (1, 3 and 4) are widely distributed in the left part of the diagram. The different 

distribution of the words in the diagram evidences that the words used by the experts and positioning on the 

right side have a greater level of interconnection than those on left side. In particular, the words in the first 

quadrant have a significant level of connection and many words with high chi-square values. 

 

Figure 11. Dendrogram of the descending hierarchical classification of words in answers to question 3 
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Figure 12. Diagram of factorial analysis of correspondences for question 3 
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4.4 Question 4 

The experts answered the question, “Within the framework defined in the previous question, in the areas of 

urban and spatial planning, what content and role should university teaching take on in the areas of urban 

and spatial planning?”. The analysis refers to a total of 5,092 word occurrences, 1407 forms, and 840 hapax 

legomena (16.50% of occurrences, 59.70% of forms). Figure 13 shows the word cloud for this question, 

considering the occurrence of each word, and Table 5 reports the ten most frequent active forms used by the 

experts in answering the question. 

 

Figure 13. Word cloud for answers to question 4 

 

The occurrences of the ten most frequent words comprise 10.79% of the total occurrences in the experts' 

answers to question 4. The most frequent word is urbanistico (urban planning) with 1.97%, followed by the 

words corso (course) with 1.92% and città (city) with 1.03%. The percentages of occurrence fall below the 

value of 1.00% beginning with the word insegnamento (teaching).  

 

Rank 
Word 

Occurrence 

Italian English 

1 urbanistico urban planning 40 

2 corso course 39 

3 città city 21 

4 insegnamento teaching 19 

5 ingegneria engineering 18 

6 urbano urban 17 

7 laurea degree 17 

8 territorio territory 16 

9 proprio own 16 

10 diverso different 16 

Table 5. The ten most frequent words in answers to question 4 
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Figure 14. Dendrogram of similarity analysis for answers to question 4 

 
The similarity analysis for this question divided the text into 11 groups (seven linked and four isolated) of 

interrelated forms, as shown in Figure 14. The three principal multibranched groups develop around the words 

urbanistico (urban planning), corso (course) and definizione (planning). The group pianificazione (planning) is 

linked to eight multibranched sub-groups. The group urbanistico (urban planning) is linked to a multibranched 

sub-group territorio (territory) and a linear group sistema (system). The group corso (course) is linked to a 

multibranched sub-group capacità (capability). 

From the 5,092 words, the descending hierarchical classification identified 113 significant text segments 

divided into six clusters. In Figure 15, the numerical value indicates the percentage of text segments in each 

cluster. The dendrogram shows two macro-categories. The first macro-category includes clusters 1, 3, 5 and 

6, with over 65% of text segments. The second macro-category includes clusters 2 and 4, with less 35% of 

significant text segments.  

The diagram of correspondence analysis (Figure 16) shows the distribution of six clusters along two main 

factorial axes depending on the co-occurrences of words in segments. Factors 1 and 2 have a cumulative 

percentage of variance of over 46%. The word territorio (territory) has a higher value of chi-square and is 

located close to the intersection of factor 1 and 2 axes. In accordance with the Dendrogram representation, 

the distribution of words in the diagram evidences a high level of connection, in the second quadrant of 

diagram, between the words of the clusters 1, 3 and 5. These three clusters could be considered a unique 
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macro-category, within which clusters 1 and 3 have a higher level of connection between the words in the 

segments selected by the software. 

 

 

Figure 15. Dendrogram of the hierarchical clustering of the words in answers to question 4 
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Figure 16. Diagram of factorial analysis of correspondences for question 4 
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4.5 Question 5 

The experts answered the question, “Taking account of the rapid changes in urban contexts arising from 

climate change, socio-economic evolution, ecological transition and the digital transition, what new strategies 

should be pursued in urban planning research?”. The total amount of occurrences analysed are 5,191, the 

forms are 1,540, and the hapax legomena are 954 (18.38% of occurrences and 61.95% of forms).  

Figure 7 shows the word cloud for this question, considering the occurrence of each word, and Table6 reports 

the ten most frequent active forms used by the experts in answering the question. 

 

 

Figure 17. Word cloud for question 5 

 

The ten most frequent words comprise less than 10,00% of the total occurrences included in the experts' 

answers to this question. The most frequent word is ricerca (research) with 1.84%, followed by the words 

urbanistico (urban planning) with 1.02% and cambiamento (change) with 1.02%. The percentages of 

occurrence fall below the value of 1.00% beginning with the word nuovo (new),  

 

Rank 
Word 

Occurrence 

Italian English 

1 ricerca research 38 

2 urbanistico urban planning 21 

3 cambiamento change 21 

4 nuovo new 19 

5 urbano urban 17 

6 territoriale territorial 17 

7 sistema system 17 

8 climatico climate 16 

9 pianificazione planning 15 

10 città city 15 

Table 6. The ten most frequent words in answers to question 5 
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Figure 18. Dendrogram of similarity analysis for question 5 

 
The similarity analysis for this question divided the text into 11 groups (seven linked and four isolated) of 

interrelated forms, as shown in Figure 18. The three main multibranched clusters are developed around the 

words: ricerca (research); urbanistico (urban planning); definizione (definition). The group ricerca (research) 

is linked to a multibranched sub-group scientifico (scientific). The group urbanistico (urban planning) is linked 

to two multibranched sub-groups cambiamento (change); territoriale (territorial). The group urbano (urban) 

is linked to a multibranched sub-cluster ecologico (ecological). 

From the 5,191 words, the descending hierarchical classification identified 107 significant text segments 

divided into five clusters. In Figure 19, the numerical value indicates the percentage of text segments in each 

cluster. From the dendrogram is not possible to identify specific main categories of clusters. The cluster 1, 2 

and 3 have a value of percentage of text segments over the 62% of text segments.  

The diagram of correspondence analysis (Figure 20) shows the distribution of word clusters along two main 

factorial axes depending on the co-occurrences of words in segments. Factors 1 and 2 have a cumulative 

percentage of variance of over 46%. The diagram evidences the concentration of words with high chi-square 

values in three specific areas.  

The first area of grouping words is at the top between the first and second quadrants, including the words of 

clusters 1, 2 and 3, evidencing a high level of connection between the words of these clusters. The second 
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area of grouping words is in the lower part of the third quadrant and includes the words of cluster four. The 

third area of grouping words is in the lower part of the fourth quadrant and includes the words of cluster 5. 

The results of factorial correspondence analysis for cluster 5 evidence a very low level of connection with the 

words of other clusters. 

 

 

Figure 19. Dendrogram of the descending hierarchical classification for question 5 
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Figure 20. Diagram of factorial analysis of correspondences for question 5 
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4.6 Question 6 

The experts answered the question, “In light of your own research and specific experience, please summarise 

your vision for the future of urban planning.” The responses contain a total of 4,315 word occurrences, 1218 

forms, and 723 hapax legomena (16.76% of occurrences and 59.36% of forms). Figure 21 shows the word 

cloud for this question, considering the occurrence of each word, and Table7 reports the ten most frequent 

active forms used by the experts in answering the question.  

 

 

Figure 21. Word cloud for answers to question 6 

 

The ten most frequent words comprise less 10,00% of the total occurrences included in the experts' answers 

to this question. The most frequent word is futuro (future) with 1.66%, followed by the words ambientale 

(environmental) with 1.37% and città (city) with 1.07%. The percentages of occurrence fall below the value 

of 1.00% beginning with the word disciplina (discipline),  

 

Rank 
Word 

Occurrence 

Italian English 

1 futuro future 28 

2 ambientale environmental 23 

3 città city 18 

4 urbanistico urban planning 17 

5 disciplina discipline 16 

6 obiettivo objective 14 

7 pianificazione planning 13 

8 urbano urban 12 

9 processo process 12 

10 cambiamento change 12 

Table 7. The ten most frequent words in answers to question 6 
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Figure 22. Dendrogram of similarity analysis for question 6 

 
The similarity analysis for this question divided the text into 12 groups (seven linked and five isolated) of 

interrelated forms, as shown in Figure 22. The four main multibranched groups are developed around the 

words futuro (future), ambientale (environmental), obiettivo (objective) and sviluppo (development). The 

group futuro (future) is linked to a multibranched sub-group città (city). The group obiettivo (objective) is 

linked to a multibranched sub-group servizio (service). The cluster sviluppo (development) is linked to a 

multibranched sub-group processo (process). 

From the 4,315 words, the descending hierarchical classification identified 104 significant text segments 

divided into six clusters. In Figure 23, the numerical value indicates the percentage of text segments in each 

cluster. The dendrogram shows three macro-categories of clusters. The first macro-category includes clusters 

1 and 5, with over 33% of text segments. The second macro-category includes clusters 3, 4 and 6, with over 

47% of text segments. The last macro-category includes only cluster 2 with a percentage of text segments of 

19.2%. 

The diagram of correspondence analysis (Figure 24) shows a correspondence analysis of the six clusters along 

the two main factorial axes. Factors 1 and 2 have a cumulative percentage of the variance of over 49%. The 

words with high value of chi-square values are located far away from the intersection of factor 1 and 2 axes 

and the concentration of significant words in three specific areas of diagram.  
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The first area of grouping is in the first quadrants and includes the words of cluster 2. The second area of 

grouping is in the second quadrant and includes the words of clusters 1, 3, 4 and 6. The high value of chi-

square values and the closeness of words evidence a high level of connection between the words of these 

clusters. The third grouping area is across the negative part of factor 2 axis and includes the words of cluster 

5. The results of factorial correspondence analysis for cluster 2 evidence a very low level of connection with 

the words of other clusters. 

 

Figure 23. Dendrogram of the descending hierarchical classification for question 6 
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Figure 24. Diagram of factorial analysis of correspondences for question 6 
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4.7 Question 7 

The experts answered the question, “What could be the role of scientific journals in advancing research into 

urban and territorial phenomena, and, in the current context, which initiatives could achieve more useful 

effects from their publication of articles and scientific results?”. The analysis refers to a total of 6,499 word 

occurrences, 1,7171 forms, and 1,041 hapax legomena (16.02% of occurrences and 60.63% of forms). Figure 

25 shows the word cloud for this question, considering the occurrence of each word, and Table 8 reports the 

ten most frequent active forms used by the experts in answering the question. 

 

 

Figure 25. Word cloud for answers to question 7 

 

The occurrences of the ten most frequent words comprise over 11.00% of the total occurrences included in 

the experts' answers to this question. The most frequent word is rivista (journal) with 2.31%, followed by the 

words scientifico (scentific) with 2.02% and ricerca (research) with 1.44%. The percentages of occurrence fall 

below the value of 1.00% beginning with the word qualità (quality).  

 

Rank 
Word 

Occurrence 

Italian English 

1 rivista journal 56 

2 scientifico scientific 49 

3 ricerca research 35 

4 urbanistico urban planning 25 

5 qualità quality 21 

6 valutazione assessment 19 

7 città city 19 

8 numero number 18 

9 articolo article 18 

10 risultato result 17 

Table 8. The ten most frequent words in the answers to question 7 
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Figure 26. Dendrogram of similarity analysis for answers to question 7 

 
The similarity analysis for this question divided the text into 18 clusters (12 linked and six isolated) of 

interrelated forms, as shown in Figure 26. The one main multibranched cluster develop around the words 

scientifico (scentifico) – rivista (journal) and it is linked to four multibranched sub-clusters: ricerca (research); 

urbanistico (urban planning); pianificazione (planning); qualità (quality) and three linear sub-clusters: articolo 

(article); sistema (system); settore (sector).  

From the 6,499 words, the descending hierarchical classification identified 129 significant text segments 

divided into five clusters. In the Figure 27, the numerical value indicates the percentage of text segments in 

each cluster. The dendrogram shows three macro-categories of clusters. The first macro-category includes 

clusters 1 and 4, with over 37% of text segments. The second macro-category includes clusters 2 and 3, with 

over 43% of text segments. The last macro-category consists solely of cluster 5, with a percentage of text 

segments of 19.4%. 

The diagram of correspondence analysis (Figure 28) shows the distribution of word clusters along two main 

factorial axes, depending on the co-occurrences of words in segments. Factors 1 and 2 have a cumulative 

percentage of variance of over 61%. The distribution of clusters in the diagram shows significant concentration 

of the words on the left side (negative part of factor 1 axe) with clusters 1, 2, 3 and 4. Cluster 5 is the only 

one placing on the right side of the diagram. This distribution evidences a level of connection between the 
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words of cluster 5 and the words of the other clusters. The first macro-category of clusters is located in the 

third quadrant of the diagram, and the second macro-category in the second quadrant. The distribution of 

clusters in the diagram is coherent with what is indicated in the dendrogram (Figure 27). 

 

 

Figure 27. Dendrogram of the hierarchical clustering of the words in answers to question 7 
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Figure 28. Diagram of factorial analysis of correspondences for question 7 

5. Conclusions 

Conversations with TeMA opens a new and original editorial line for the Journal, aimed at fostering discussion 

on the evolution of the urban and spatial planning discipline among experts with diverse backgrounds and 

research and teaching contexts, in regard to different aspects and issues such as, by way of example: higher 
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education, national regulatory laws, research topics and publishing activities. The current contribution is based 

on interviews with a large number of scholars who respond to a series of questions on the current status and 

future of the discipline. Applying a textometric method, the study systematically analyses the contents of the 

answers and identifies the main topics and concepts present with the corpus of answers, in this way enabling 

future developments.  

We have chosen to use the methods and techniques of textometric analysis (word cloud, similarity and cluster 

analyses) suggested by scientific literature, for detection of the topics and concepts present at significant level 

within the current debate. From the reading of this contribution, many points of reflection emerge on the type 

of words used, their frequency of occurrence, the distance between recurring pairs of words within the texts. 

So as to avoid imposing any bias on the assessment of others, we entrust our readers with the responsibility 

of using the analytical results to identify the points of reflection of specific interest. 

To sum up, this present study aims at improving the reading of Conversations with TeMA on the field of spatial 

planning, and, first of all, given the results from the analyses, confirms the multidisciplinary nature of the 

discipline. However, this research is not without limitations: although the analysis is conducted on written 

input from a wide range of experts, in response to structured questions, it may not lead to robust conclusions. 

Any lack of robustness could arise in part from the nature of collecting the analysed texts, as a corollary to 

Conversations with TeMA, thus internally referential in reading the future of spatial planning. Moreover, 

although the responses to the questions are from 18 experts, this is still a small sample size relative to the 

entire population of professionals, considering Italy alone, and finally some of the questions received less 

response than others. For this reason, we look forward to the opportunity of organising future discussions and 

debates. The limitations noted can also be seen as an opportunity for further research, for example in the 

exploration of particular word clusters. 
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